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Manduria, Italy

STAY OVERNIGHT

The restoration and recovery of the
ancient Casina Ciracì, in Manduria,
represents a path to knowledge
of the territory, traditions, rooted
identities, the heritage of tangible
and intangible assets of the upper
Salento area in Puglia. Today the
castle houses the wine resort and
luxury hotel “Vinilia”. The building,
austere and out of scale, with a
central tower and two lateral small
towers, all embattled, features 18
luxury rooms for the visit of attentive and curious tourists. The ground
floor, once a storage area, covered
by Salento Style vaults, has been
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The main building of the
complex overshadows
the rest of the ensemble and stands out as
a striking landmark.
Because of the transformation into a hotel the
centuries old castle walls
breath new life.

transformed into an elegant and
welcoming living room for guests to
relax in. A mix of vintage and pop
pieces, with 50s and 60s furnishings,
helps creating an informal and private atmosphere. The architectural
heart of the building is represented
by the monumental internal staircase, built on vaults in “tufo” stone,
with gooseneck, which climb up to
the central tower, reaching 20 meters in height. The first and second
floors of the castle contain rooms,
suites and common areas for relaxation, reading and contemplation
of the typically Apulian landscape.
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1	Outside view of the main castle
part. The central tower looms
over the two smaller ones.
2	Breakfast area below a seven-meter high stellar vaulted
ceiling.
3	View from the first floor through
the original round-arch arcades
on the Northern façade.
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 he reception with its iron door
T
desk. The hotel interior follows
a rustic, informal yet elegant
design concept.
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5	The homely and modernly fitted
living room of the hotel on the
ground floor with its vaulted
masonry ceiling.
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L.P. Service
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TYPE OF HOTEL
Luxury Hotel
NUMBER OF ROOMS
18

6	The restaurant Casamatta with
simple yet elegant furniture. It
is illumenated by custom made
light fixtures.

FURTHER FEATURES
Wine tasting room

7	Double bed in one of the rooms
on the ground floor. White walls
distinguish the rooms from the
public areas.
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8	East and North façade of the
complex, illustrating the dominant main building and the
drawn-out former storage areas.

ORIGINAL BUILDING
Early 900s, aristocrat mansion/
castle

9	Ground and first floor plan.
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